Abstract-As deployment of power electronic coupled generation such as photovoltaic (PV) systems increases, grid operators have shown increasing interest in calling on invertercoupled generation to help mitigate frequency contingency events by rapidly surging active power into the grid. When responding to contingency events, the faster the active power is provided, the more effective it may be for arresting the frequency event. This paper proposes a predictive PV inverter control method for very fast and accurate control of active power. This rapid active power control (RAPC) method will increase the effectiveness of various higher-level controls designed to mitigate grid frequency contingency events, including fast power-frequency droop, inertia emulation, and fast frequency response, without the need for energy storage. The RAPC method, coupled with a maximum power point estimation method, is implemented in a prototype PV inverter connected to a PV array. The prototype inverter's response to various frequency events is experimentally confirmed to be fast (beginning within 2 line cycles and completing within 4.5 line cycles of a severe test event) and accurate (below 2% steady-state error).
the more valuable it may be for frequency stabilization [2] , [3] . For example, the Hawaiian Electric Companies have proposed a fast frequency regulation (FFR) service with a "total reaction time" of six line cycles, or 100 ms [4] . Conventional PV active power control (APC) methods are significantly faster than synchronous machine governor controls but significantly slower that synchronous machine inertial response, and certainly slower than 100 ms [5] . This is partly because there has been little motivation in the past for PV inverters to modulate power on subsecond time scales, so typical APCs [e.g., maximum power point tracking (MPPT)] are not necessarily designed for subsecond response times. This paper proposes an accurate method of rapid APC (RAPC) of PV systems that achieves response times approaching inertial-response time-scales, thus enabling highly effective contingency event mitigation.
It is becoming standard for PV inverters to be able to control reactive power for voltage support, to ride through transient voltage and frequency events, and to curtail active power during times of high-grid frequency [6] , [7] . Some electric power system operators are also requiring large PV generators to provide primary frequency regulation [8] , [9] , a requirement that is typically addressed by incorporating energy storage. However, current storage technologies have shorter lifetimes than other PV system components, and while battery costs are falling, they have not seen the dramatic reductions that PV modules have [10] . Thus it may be desirable for PV systems to provide some degree of both up-and down-regulating active power modulation in high-penetration applications without the need for energy storage. The term "bidirectional APC" is used here to mean that the PV output power can be modulated both up and down (but not that net active power is absorbed).
Bidirectional APC of a PV system requires operating below the MPP of the system and thus incurs an opportunity cost; hence it has historically been of little interest for gridinteractive PV system operators. However, in scenarios with very high renewable energy penetration, bidirectional APC of PV is increasingly of interest [5] , [9] , [11] , [12] . In addition, in some power systems such as the California ISO, PV plants are already curtailed at times and hence could provide APC services without incurring opportunity cost. PV systems without storage can of course only provide APC services within the limitations of the input solar power availability. However, with PV generation on some grids reaching 50% or more of instantaneous generation at times [13] , the need for APC rises. At times when PV generation is low or zero, greater amounts of other generation are online and can be called upon to provide active power services.
Development of APCs for grid-interactive PV systems for frequency support and other purposes is progressing, but is still at an early technology readiness level [5] , [11] . A number of past works have proposed various APC methods for gridconnected PV systems. In [14] , some methods for improved APC of distributed generation during grid faults are described; these methods focus on maintaining stable active power output during unbalanced voltage conditions and are not intended for rapidly finding the new PV array dc operating point needed for a desired adjustment in active power. In [15] , a fuzzy logic controller is used to regulate the frequency of a PV-diesel-battery microgrid, and it is noted that the battery system could be removed if the PV plant were operated below MPP. In [16] , it is proposed that a power reserve be provided by operating a PV array below its open circuit voltage by a set percentage. Droop control is proposed in [17] and [18] to regulate frequency using PV inverters, but the effects of changing irradiance and temperature are not accounted for. A simulation of a PV system providing emulated inertial response with constant irradiance is presented in [19] . In [20] , a PV inverter connected to a PV simulator is used to provide primary frequency response, but inverter control details are not provided. An adaptive droop control method for PV microgrid frequency regulation is proposed in [21] . A method for estimating the maximum power available from a PV array without measuring irradiance, assuming a constant maximum power voltage, has been proposed in [22] . And recently, a largescale field demonstration of a PV plant providing primary and secondary frequency regulation represented a major step forward in the development of PV APC [5] . The following two key areas for improvement are noted in [5] :
1) a need for accurate online estimation of the maximum power available from a PV array when not operating at MPP; 2) a potential for faster APC response from more optimal controls. The first item can be addressed by an online MPP estimation (MPPE) method proposed in [23] and validated in hardware for the first time in Section II (though other methods are also emerging [22] ). The second item can be addressed by the RAPC method presented in Section III and validated experimentally in Section IV. A key challenge addressed by the RAPC method is the need to modulate PV system output power to a desired level by adaptively controlling PV array voltage in the presence of continuous weather-induced changes in the array's current-voltage characteristic. Because rapidly modulating the output of a grid-interactive PV inverter to a new power level has not historically been of interest, there is little existing research on this topic.
While the RAPC method is the primary new contribution of this paper, the MPPE method is summarized first because the two methods are closely related and can be used in conjunction to enable fast and accurate frequency support from PV inverters. To be clear, the MPPE method is not intended as a substitute for MPPT, but rather as a way of estimating the available array power while not operating at the MPP, a challenging task [24] . Together, MPPE and RAPC enable very fast PV response to frequency events via any of a number of existing control methods including but not limited to power-frequency droop control [25] , inertia emulation [26] , or FFR (a new grid service under consideration in the ERCOT interconnection and elsewhere) [27] . The scope of this paper does not include grid voltage support techniques as these are already well documented in the literature, for example, in [6] , [28] , and [29] .
Both the RAPC method and the MPPE method have the advantage that they can be implemented in a PV inverter controller using information generated once (e.g., at the time of commissioning) through offline calculations starting from typical PV module data sheet parameters.
II. ONLINE MAXIMUM POWER POINT ESTIMATION
The output power of a PV system, P PV , is a nonlinear function of the operating voltage of the PV array, V PV . The challenge of fast and accurate large-signal PV APC is that the PV array power-voltage curve, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1 , is constantly changing throughout a wide range as solar irradiance and PV module temperature vary, so the maximum power P MP is not generally known. Typically, current-controlled PV inverters use one of a variety of MPPT methods, such as perturb and observe, to regulate output power to P MP [30] , [31] . Typical MPPT methods rely on actually operating near P MP to determine P MP . To provide the necessary power headroom for APC while minimizing the opportunity cost of operating below P MP , an accurate real-time estimate of P MP is needed.
Both the MPPE method and the RAPC method presented here assume that the PV array is not partially shaded or otherwise nonuniform, so array voltages and currents can be calculated by scaling according to the total number of cells in series and in parallel, respectively. This approximation is good but not perfect for typical PV arrays. When implementing an APC scheme, small errors due to nonuniformity can be accounted for by increasing the reserve power by a small margin to ensure that the desired reserve power P RES is available under worst case expected error conditions. For PV systems that regularly experience significant partial shading, the MPPE and RAPC methods proposed here are not appropriate; developing methods appropriate for shaded systems is a topic for future work. 
A. MPPE Method
The current-voltage (I -V ) and power-voltage curves of a PV array are determined by the irradiance, G, incident on the array and by the PV cell temperature, T . The I -V curve can be well-approximated using a five-parameter PV cell model [32] shown in Fig. 2 and described in the following:
Here, I PV is the net PV cell current, I Ph is the lightgenerated photocurrent, I 0 is the diode saturation current of the PV cell p-n junction, q is the electron charge, V PV is the PV cell voltage, R S is the modeled series resistance, k is Boltzmann's constant, n is the diode ideality constant (assumed to be n = 1, as in [32] ), R P is the modeled shunt resistance, G STC = 1000 W/m 2 is the irradiance at standard test conditions (STC), I SC is the data sheet short-circuit current (at STC), K I is the data sheet temperature coefficient of I SC , T STC = 25°C is the temperature at STC, and V OC is the data sheet open-circuit voltage (at STC).
However, even with known irradiance and cell temperatures, solving the P−V curve is computationally intensive due to the need to solve the transcendental implicit equation (1) [33] . In addition, R S and R P are not given in PV module or cell data sheets. Thus, solving (1) rapidly in real time in an embedded processor is a difficult task, as is finding the MPP P mp1 = max
The MPPE method presented here avoids those tasks by solving the entire operating space P mp1 = f (G, T ) beforehand and using linear regression to derive a second-order polynomial that predicts P mp1 (G, T )
All lowercase letters in (2) are regression coefficients. Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the process used to find the regression coefficients in (2). Calculation details and an example calculation are provided in [23] . Briefly, the first step involves using Villalva's method [32] to find R S and R P from data sheet parameters.
Step 2 then numerically solves for I PV over the entire (V PV , G, T ) operating space (where X is a vector of (G,T ) pairs covering the expected operating conditions).
Step 3 finds the maximum PV array power P mp1 (X), again for all expected operating conditions. Finally, Step 4 uses linear regression of the P mp1 (X) data to find the polynomial coefficients for (2). The calculation process illustrated in Fig. 3 only needs to be performed once for each PV system, and it is performed offline on a standard computer. The regression coefficients are then stored in the PV inverter controller's on-board memory for use in real-time MPPE. The coefficient of determination ("R squared") of the regression fit is typically very high, e.g., 0.999, where 1.0 indicates a perfect fit, indicating that the second order polynomial provides a very accurate prediction [23] .
Because the process shown in Fig. 3 is performed for a single PV module, the estimated system ac output power can be calculated as
where N is the number of modules in the array and η is the conversion efficiency of the PV plant.
The output power of PV modules degrades over their lifetime. This degradation is fairly linear with time and typically proceeds at a rate of less than 1% per year, with 0.5% per year being typical [34] . Degradation can be accounted for in MPPE by modifying the system conversion efficiency, η, as a function of time, t, in days since the system was installed
Here r is the annual rate of degradation of P MP and η 0 is the total conversion efficiency of the PV system at the time of installation, which can be determined experimentally during commissioning or estimated from system component specifications. 
B. MPPE Experimental Validation
For demonstration purposes, the MPPE method was implemented in a three-phase, single-stage prototype inverter using a simple three-phase bridge power stage and an L-C output filter, as shown in Fig. 4 . However, the MPPE method, like the RAPC method described in Section III, is not topologyspecific: both can be used with a wide range of inverter topologies and low-level control schemes, such as those described in [35] [36] [37] .
The low level controls of the prototype inverter were implemented in the field-programmable gate array of a National Instruments sbRIO controller [38] , and the MPPE (and RAPC) controls were implemented in the sbRIO's real-time processor. The MPPE block calculates the estimated the available power P MPPE as described above. The power reserve P RES should be provided by grid-level controls based on anticipated needs for up-regulation; the inverter-level controls described here take P RES as an external input. The frequency regulation block provides the required change in output power needed to respond to a frequency event, P FR . In the RAPC demonstration provided in Section IV, the frequency regulation block implements a simple power-frequency droop response as in [11] . The power command P cmd is equal to P MPPE − P RES + P FR . In the absence of a frequency event P FR is zero, so the inverter simply operates at P cmd = P SET , maintaining a reserve power equal to P RES available for up-regulation. The RAPC block converts the power command into a PV voltage command V cmd as described in Section III. The V PV voltage controller regulates the PV voltage by sending the d-axis current command, i d , as in [39] . The inverter's output current is controlled in the dc-ac controller block using sinusoidal pulsewidth modulation with independent proportional-integral (PI) control on the d-axis and q-axis currents in the rotating synchronous (dq) reference frame, as in [39] . Reactive power output can be controlled separately by regulating the q-axis current command i q in the voltage regulation block, but that is not the focus here. The prototype inverter was connected to a real 5.28 kW PV array consisting of 48 Solarex 110S modules. An SMA SB3000 PV inverter operating in MPPT mode was connected to another Solarex 110S PV array with identical azimuth and orientation consisting of 26 modules. The two arrays were 10 m apart and used identical mounting methods, so they experienced nearly identical temperature and irradiance profiles. Thus, by operating the prototype inverter and the SMA inverter simultaneously, the MPPE method could be quantitatively validated.
An irradiance sensor based on a reference PV cell was mounted in the plane of the PV arrays to provide measurement of irradiance. As an alternative, it may be possible to use an online estimate of irradiance as described in [40] to reduce cost. A PV module temperature sensor mounted on the back of one of the modules provided a measurement of temperature. These irradiance and temperature measurements are used in the MPPE controller and the RAPC controller. The desired reserve power P RES , provided externally based on economic and operational considerations, is subtracted from the maximum power estimate P MPPE provided by the MPPE controller to generate a steady state operating power, P SET . The power needed for frequency regulation, P FR , is added to P SET to generate the power command, P cmd . The RAPC controller, described in Section III, converts the power command into a dc voltage command, V cmd . Fig. 5 shows recorded powers from the two inverters over a 3.6-h period on a partly cloudy day with significant changes in irradiance and temperature. The prototype inverter (Inverter 1) was operated in MPPE mode with a reserve power of 500 W (0.1 pu), and the SMA inverter (Inverter 2) was operated in MPPT mode. The yellow trace shows the maximum power estimate, P MPPE , and the blue trace shows P AC1 , the output power of the prototype inverter. The purple trace shows the output power of the SMA inverter, P AC2 . Because the SMA inverter is powered by fewer Solarex PV modules than the prototype inverter, the power traces in Fig. 5 are all shown on a per-unit basis with the nominal power levels of the respective PV arrays as the power bases. Thus P MPPE and P AC2 can be directly compared to validate the MPPE method. P MPPE and P AC2 are nearly equal, as desired, with some small deviation evident at high-power levels. The desired reserve power of 0.1 pu is continuously maintained despite the challenging conditions of large changes in irradiance and temperature. This and other similar tests showed the MPPE method to be accurate and reliable over the expected range of operating conditions. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the MPPE method proposed here to a simpler method using only irradiance and not temperature, similar to that used in [5] , over an 8-h period. Again the baseline for comparison is the measured output power of the SMA inverter operating in MPPT mode, P AC2 , shown in the purple trace. The estimated maximum power from the MPPE method proposed here, P MPPE , is shown in yellow, and an estimate with the PV module temperature measurement fixed at 30°C, P constT , is shown in red. It is evident that the full MPPE method is significantly more accurate than the constanttemperature method.
III. RAPID ACTIVE POWER CONTROL
While it is possible to adapt typical MPPT methods such as perturb and observe to track a power reference, such methods are relatively slow because they rely on a multistep process: first adjust the PV array operating point V PV , then allow the system to stabilize, measure output power, and adjust V PV again iteratively until the desired power level is reached. This section presents a novel method of very quickly translating an active power command into a dc voltage command in a single control step. That dc voltage command can be passed to a conventional dc voltage controller, such as the PI voltage controller implemented in the prototype inverter, as shown in Fig. 4 . This RAPC method is advantageous for use with grid support services designed to mitigate frequency contingency events because speed of response can be directly related to mitigation effectiveness.
Because irradiance and temperature change constantly, the PV array voltage needed to achieve a given output power is unknown. The RAPC method proposed here incorporates measurements of irradiance and module temperature to provide fast control of output power by predicting the V PV value that will provide a commanded P PV . As with the MPPE method, the RAPC method starts with PV module data sheet parameters and solves the I -V curve throughout the space of expected operating conditions. However, because low-order polynomial regression models for V PV (P VP , G, T ) resulted in poor fits [41] , a 3-D lookup table (LUT) was generated instead. The LUT takes in P PV , G, and T and interpolates between data points using trilinear interpolation to find the PV voltage V PV that will produce the desired power at the measured irradiance and temperature. While a PV array power-voltage curve ( Fig. 1) contains two voltages that will result in a given power, the LUT contains only the higher of the two voltages, which results in more easily-attained conversion ratios. For
The size of the LUT in each dimension was carefully considered with a goal of producing an accurate table with a tractable size. Because the LUT has three input dimensions, it can easily become very large. In the temperature and irradiance dimensions, the granularity of the LUT can be somewhat coarse because the gradients dV PV /dT and dV PV /dG are relatively smooth throughout the operating space. In contrast, the gradient dV PV /d P PV is at times near zero but approaches (negative) infinity as V PV approaches the maximum power voltage V MP , as seen in Fig. 7 . Thus the LUT requires a higher granularity in the P PV dimension.
For any commanded power level greater than P MP (G,T ), the LUT should return V MP (G,T ), the voltage that will produce the maximum power available from the PV array. This desired behavior is illustrated by the red Xs in Fig. 7 , which is based on a single Solarex 110S PV module. The red Xs also provide a visual indication of the LUT resolution needed in the P PV dimension to accurately represent the PV array voltage-power characteristic in the vicinity of P MP : Fig. 7 uses 100 evenly spaced power data points. One might conclude from Fig. 7 that the LUT could be designed to have high resolution only near the MPP, with lower resolution in other regions. However, as irradiance and temperature change, the location of the MPP varies widely. Thus the LUT should have fairly high granularity across all power operating points.
The lookup table data is generated by solving the fiveparameter PV array model [32] at various operating points. The process for generating the LUT is summarized in Fig. 8 .
Like the MPPE equation generation process, the process for generating RAPC LUT is performed once offline using only PV module data sheet values, and the LUT is stored in the inverter controller for online use. The process contains four steps. The first two steps in the LUT generation process are identical to the first two steps of the process for finding the regression coefficients for MPPE, as described in Section II. They result in I -V curves for all (G,T ) pairs expected to be encountered in the field.
In the third step of the LUT generation process, the power P PV at each operating point is calculated by multiplying I PV by V PV . The result of this process is a three dimensional array of powers P PV for any given irradiance, module temperature, and voltage.
In the fourth and final step, the P PV (V PV , G, T ) data from Step 3 is interpolated using cubic splines to produce V PV (P PV , G, T ) values. Only the data for voltages greater than or equal to the maximum power voltage V MP are used in the cubic spline interpolation. For all power commands greater than the maximum power for a given irradiance and temperature, the LUT returns V MP . This is expressed mathematically as
As in Section II, the subscripts i , j , and k represent the indices of vectors of irradiance, module temperature, and voltage, respectively. V MP (G i , T j ) is the voltage that will produce maximum power for a given irradiance G i and temperature T j , Fig. 9 . RAPC lookup table surface at constant T = 42°C with 10 data points in the irradiance dimension. V PV,spline is generated from cubic spline interpolation of the P PV array onto 100 evenly spaced voltage points. MATLAB's spline() function was used to perform the interpolation here. The result is a 3-D array V PV,LUT spanning all possible values of power, irradiance, and module temperature in the operating space.
As implemented here, the LUT is generated for a single PV module. Hence the input power command to the LUT, P LUT , is scaled down from the measured power by dividing by the number of PV modules in the array, N (i.e., P LUT = P cmd /N), and the output voltage from the LUT, V LUT , is scaled up by multiplying by the number of modules in each series string,
The LUT size in the G dimension can be selected by visually inspecting plots of the LUT at fixed T and selecting a number of irradiance data points that eliminates artifacts. Fig. 9 shows a surface of the LUT at T = 42°C with 10 data points in G, with notable artifacts near the maximum power region (the crease in the surface). In Fig. 10 , the resolution in G has been increased by a factor of five, and the surface is now smooth, as desired. A similar process was used to select the LUT size in the T dimension, as seen in [41] . Fifty irradiance data points and 30 temperature data points were used in the final LUT implemented here. Thus the final LUT as implemented in the experimental validation below contains 30 · 50 · 100 = 150 000 data points, requiring about 0.6 MB of memory if implemented using single-precision floating point data. This size is within the capacity of many modern microcontrollers but could likely be reduced through further optimization if desired.
Non-idealities such as PV module mismatch, soiling, and non-uniformities in temperature and irradiance will inevitably introduce some small but acceptable error in this RAPC method. Future work will look at ways to reduce this error, as briefly discussed in the conclusions. The costs of the irradiance and temperature sensors would add roughly 3% to the cost of a 5 kW residential PV installation. PV arrays that experience partial shading for significant portions of the day would not be good candidates for the MPPE and RAPC methods presented here.
IV. RAPC EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The RAPC method described above was implemented in the same prototype PV inverter (Fig. 4) as in Section II and supplied from the same 5.28 kW PV array. The frequency regulation block in Fig. 4 was programmed with a 5% droop slope. This means that a frequency change equal to 5% of the nominal frequency, or 3 Hz, will result in a change of 100% of the inverter's nominal power, so
where P 0 is the rated inverter power, f is the measured grid frequency from the PLL, and f 0 = 60 Hz. A 5% droop slope is a common value used in synchronous machines, though machine droop response is orders of magnitude slower than the inverter responses shown below. The programmed droop slope did not contain a deadband, as is common with conventional generators, but it could easily be modified to incorporate a deadband. A controllable ac power supply was used to produce frequency events, and the inverter's response was recorded, including internal control signals. While the speed of a control response would typically be evaluated using step changes in the input variable, step changes in frequency do not occur on power systems containing synchronous generation due to generator inertia. Hence the test events were designed to mimic worst case real events in magnitude and rate of change of frequency (ROCOF). Smaller interconnected ac power systems tend to have more severe frequency events, both in magnitude and in ROCOF. For example, in studies that simulated a separation of the Ireland and Northern Ireland electrical systems, a ROCOF of over 1 Hz/s was observed in Ireland, and a ROCOF of over 2 Hz/s was observed in Northern Ireland [42] . In terms of magnitude, a frequency event with a minimum frequency (nadir) of 59 Hz would be considered a very large event in the continental U.S., but on the most populous Hawaiian island of Oahu, such events have occurred more than once per year in recent years. Overfrequency events tend to be less severe in terms of both magnitude and ROCOF. Faster events are more challenging from an inverter control perspective in terms of phase-locked loop (PLL) response and dc voltage controller response. The frequency events used in the tests below were selected based on these considerations. The high frequency component of the dc voltage measurement is a combination of measurement noise, switching frequency ripple, and dc voltage ripple at a multiple of the line frequency (likely due to a slight imbalance between phases). The measured power lags the commanded power by less than 20 ms. Note that P cmd exceeds P MPPE in Fig. 11 because the desired frequency regulation power P FR exceeds the reserve power P RES . Allowing P cmd to exceed P MPPE in these situations prevents an underestimate in P MPPE from directly limiting the power command; when P cmd is greater than the maximum available power, as in the right-hand portion of Fig. 11 , the RAPC controller targets the PV array's maximum power voltage. This results in maximum available output power, the desired response for this scenario.
The inverter's response to an underfrequency event with a very fast ROCOF of 6 Hz/s is shown in Fig. 12 . This high ROCOF represents a simulated future event on the Irish grid with a significantly higher proportion of inverter-coupled generation, leading to lower system inertia [42] . This likely represents the fastest ROCOF that may be seen on a bulk power system. Such a fast event is challenging for an inverter to respond to from the perspective of PLL and voltage control design. The inverter was again programmed with a 5% droop slope, and a reserve power of 0.8 kW. The inverter responds well, reaching the new power within 4.5 line cycles. However, the limitations of the inverter's response become evident. There is visible overshoot and some ringing in P AC and V PV as the voltage controller does not to track the relatively fast-changing RAPC voltage commands perfectly. Similar but smaller effects can be seen in Figs. 11 and 13 . Note that the dc capacitor in this inverter is larger than typical for an inverter of this size for historical reasons unrelated to this control scheme, so a given variation in dc voltage produces a larger change in P AC . The oscillations are not large in magnitude relative to the response and they die out quickly, so it is expected that such a response would still be effective in mitigating the frequency event, but they do indicate that this high-ROCOF event is near the edge of the inverter's response capability. These experiments used an inverter with a conventional voltage controller to demonstrate the compatibility of RAPC with conventional controls. However, it will likely be possible to improve the bandwidth of this early prototype without compromising control stability by optimizing the PLL and voltage controller design.
Some power systems experience frequency events that are larger in magnitude than those shown above. For example, some contingency events measured on the island of Oahu have had nadirs below 58.5 Hz and ROCOFs close to 1 Hz/s. The response of the inverter to a test representing such an event is shown in Fig. 13 . The inverter had a reserve power of 1.2 kW (0.25 pu) and a more aggressive droop slope of 3%, representing the steeper end of the range of droop slopes typically used in synchronous machines. Recall that droop slope is defined as the percentage change in frequency that leads to a change in generator power of 100% of the unit's rating, so a smaller droop slope leads to a more aggressive response. Again the inverter's response is fast and accurate. Note that due to the steepness of the droop slope and the magnitude of the event, the power command goes much higher than the inverter's rating. Thus the effect of the higher droop slope in this case is to deploy the PV system's reserves faster, rather than to change the maximum power reached.
During each of the above events, the error in measured power (as a percent of PV system rating) remains under 2% in steady state and under 6% during transients.
V. CONCLUSION The RAPC method introduced here has been experimentally shown to provide very fast and accurate response to a demanding range of grid frequency events. The experimental validation used two real PV arrays to demonstrate that the method is robust to realistic changes in weather conditions. Used in conjunction with a PV MPPE method experimentally validated here, the RAPC method enables a suite of fast-responding PV inverter APC methods, including but not limited to the fast power-frequency droop response demonstrated here.
The experimental results presented here were recorded at a 5 kW scale, but the MPPE and RAPC control methods are expected to scale well to very large systems. In a typical utility-scale PV plant consisting of many inverters, accurate MPPE and RAPC results will be achieved if each inverter uses irradiance and module temperature measurements from its own PV array, so additional sensors will be needed.
The nonidealities inherent in PV arrays in the field such as module mismatch, soiling, and nonuniform aging will lead to some loss of accuracy of the RAPC method described here. In the future work, the steady-state accuracy of RAPC can be improved without loss of control speed by adding a slower control loop to regulate power to its commanded value after the initial fast response. Such an outer control loop could also allow the size of the RAPC lookup table to be reduced if desired. It should also be possible to use machine learning techniques to continuously update the RAPC table in the inverter based on operational data.
There has been little incentive in the past for grid-interactive PV inverters to have particularly high-bandwidth PLLs or dc voltage controllers. However, for emerging applications such as RAPC, the experimental results presented here suggest it may be beneficial to design faster low-level controls, allowing still faster response to frequency events or other grid disturbances.
